Research on measures to issues associated with sewer (pipe) in wet weather
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Implementation of anti-inundation measures

(Objectives)
Sewer pipes conditions are substantially different in wet weather than those in normal (dry) weather. Various
troubles occur because methods used to reflect these changes in these conditions in the sewerage plan have
not been established. Stormwater inflow and manhole cover fly-loss are issues requiring particular attention.
Stormwater inflow generally causes high water, which hampers pumping station and the treatment plant
operations, resulting in increased maintenance costs. Local measures have proven effective only in limited cases,
and, even in such cases, costs tend to be enormous. As for fly-loss of manhole covers, a guide for manhole safety
measures was published in 1999, but it does not cover planning
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proposals to be reflected in guidelines and policies. The flow of the
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(Results)
(1) Present state, issues, and final goals for stormwater inflow
countermeasures
Results of questionnaire surveys indicate that most
municipalities are making efforts to develop stormwater inflow
countermeasures. However, most are not yet at the stage of
selecting detailed areas and identifying causes and locations of
stormwater inflow because of the substantial time and cost
incurred for flow surveys. One of the causes for limited
effectiveness of surface measures is cross connections in private
land. Implementing countermeasure becomes difficult on private
land. Final proposals will be made on the five methods listed
below on the basis of a study of these issues and by referring to
field verifications being conducted in 2014.
① Focus on priority areas while making full use of a runoff
analysis model
② Use alternative indices (EC, temperature) to focus on
areas where stormwater inflow preventive measures will
be taken
③ Use basin characteristics to focus on areas where
stormwater inflow countermeasures will be taken
④ Evaluate inflow based on measurement of groundwater
levels
⑤ Set targets for each step when conducting evaluations

(11) Propose the efficient stormwater inflow
countermeasures (summary)
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Figure 1 Research flow (stormwater
inflow countermeasures)
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(1) Literature research, questionnaires
(2) Extract issues, review the measure
planning approach
(3)-1 Hydraulic model experiment
implementation plan

(4)-1 Survey of the actual state of
fly-loss (questionnaires)

(3)-2 Implement hydraulic model
experiment

(4)-2 Classify the facility states in
fly-loss cases

(3)-3 Validate the simplified
pressure evaluation using the
runoff analysis model

(4)-3 Evaluate cover fly-loss risk
zone depending on the facility state

(5) Understand the risk of fly-loss of overs on the basis of
water level rising rate
Evaluate from the air volume depending on the facility
states
(6) Establish the evaluation items and priority applicable to
the life extension plan
(7) Propose the efficient cover fly-loss prevention measures
(summary)
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Figure 2 Research flow (measures
against fly-loss of covers)

(2) Present situation, issues, and final goals of cover fly-loss prevention measures
The results of the questionnaires confirmed that more than 600 cases of cover fly-loss were reported in the
past ten years in participating municipalities. However, only a few municipalities have established design and
countermeasure standards for prevention of fly-loss. Actually, many municipalities utilize floating and fly-loss
prevention covers to all manholes in design and installation, regardless of the risk of fly-loss. What needs to
be done regarding fly-loss risk is to establish a uniform approach for non-point evaluation of sewerage pipe
networks. In 2014, final proposals will be made on the three approaches indicated below on the basis of
above description wile utilizing hydraulic model experiment facilities capable of flexible changes in
conditions.
① Non-point risk evaluations on cover fly-loss by using run-off analysis
② Risk evaluation of fly-off factors by referring to fly-off cases
③ Establishing priorities in renovation work to prevent fly-loss of covers (ranking by priority)
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